A few words from our customers...

...and about our customers.

Revised January 2017
We'd like to thank all our customers for their support in making the Neptune Series a success and welcoming us into each of your marinas. As you read about each of our customers and their marinas, you will see how each location has charm to it. Whether it be a little or a lot, each marina gives something unique to its customers. Some of the locations have a storied history behind them, while others are currently in development waiting to be the next modern-day marina.

What all the marinas and the people that run them have in common is their dedication to their customers. From retrieving and prepping a customer’s boat for the day on the water to a clubhouse where customers can sit back and relax, these marinas strive to give their customers the ultimate boating experience.

We’re honored to be part of that experience.

"Comparing business climates from around the Midwest to Indiana, the Hoosier advantage is clear."

Vice President Mike Pence said

“our low taxes, affordable costs of doing business & skilled Hoosier workforce are key factors in helping companies grow.”

From early talks of a move in 2014, to a ribbon cutting at the newly-renovated East Chicago facility, all the way to present day as supporters of Pence’s own office relocation to the West Wing, Hoist has built a strong relationship with the Vice President. We foresee a continued growth in American-made products with leaders like Pence and President Donald Trump in office.

Once Hoist grew confident in the choice to move over the state border, executive leaders were tasked with finding a facility large enough to house Hoist’s growing number of product orders. CEO Marty Flaska made the decision to renovate a 100-year old building formerly occupied by Blaw-Knox Casting and Machinery. The 530,000 sq ft facility sat mostly vacant for over 10 years, but saw production of machinery for the booming steel mill industry during its prime. Governor Pence said to Flaska, “By your company’s decision, you are bringing one of the largest big truck, material handling, manufacturing plants in North America right here, to East Chicago, and we couldn’t be more grateful.”

A little less than a year ago, Hoist Liftruck left the Land of Lincoln and relocated its manufacturing headquarters just over the state border to East Chicago, Indiana with the hopes of a better labor force, savings in worker’s compensation, and lower taxes. As an Indiana native, state border to East Chicago, Indiana with the hopes of a better labor force, savings in worker’s compensation, and lower taxes.

"We've seen a number of companies that have moved not only from Illinois but from other states to come to the Hoosier state because of our low taxes, because of our great workforce.”

Then-Governor of Indiana, Vice President Mike Pence aided Hoist in their transition to the Hoosier State. As an Indiana native, Pence recognized the potential of Northwest Indiana’s labor force, one of the many incentives for Hoist’s relocation. Pence noted, “We’ve seen a number of companies that have moved not only from Illinois but from other states to come to the Hoosier state because of our low taxes, because of our great workforce.”

Once Hoist grew confident in the choice to move over the state border, executive leaders were tasked with finding a facility large enough to house Hoist’s growing number of product orders. CEO Marty Flaska made the decision to renovate a 100-year old building formerly occupied by Blaw-Knox Casting and Machinery. The 530,000 sq ft facility sat mostly vacant for over 10 years, but saw production of machinery for the booming steel mill industry during its prime. Governor Pence said to Flaska, “By your company’s decision, you are bringing one of the largest big truck, material handling, manufacturing plants in North America right here, to East Chicago, and we couldn’t be more grateful.”

Gasparilla Marina

Placida, Florida

M220 Neptune Series Delivered 2007
M250 Neptune Series Delivered 2014

Marina Overview:
Located in Placida, Florida, Gasparilla Marina is the area’s largest deep-water marina offering direct, uninterrupted access to the Gulf of Mexico and Charlotte Harbor, making it the perfect layover and homeport for larger yachts. Gasparilla is home to the largest dry storage facility in the area with more than 500 dry slips, which includes a new dry storage facility. The new enclosed dry storage facility is a state-of-the-art facility with a 300 boat capacity, accommodating boats between 23 and 45 feet.

Wet slips can accommodate boats from 20 feet up to 65 feet with numerous T-Heads available for larger vessels up to 100 feet in length. Covered slips can accommodate boats up to 60 feet and offer boaters a little extra protection from the elements. All 30-foot and larger slips offer 30- and 50 amp electric service, as well as water hook ups. Gasparilla also offers a Boat Lift Program where boaters may have a boatlift installed in their slip.

Gasparilla also offers fishing charters, boat rentals, and a Bait & Tackle shop. At the shop, guests can purchase a variety of items such as live and frozen bait, terminal tackle, lures, jigs, rod/reef combos, sportfishing t-shirts, hats, sunglasses, ladies and kids clothing, as well as ice, beer, soda, and snacks.

Thoughts on the Neptune Series

Mike Wiatrsky - Owner | Dan Wigon - Operation Manager | Gasparilla Forklift Operators

“Marty [Flaska] and Hoist have gone above and beyond with their service. They understand that the name of the game is rack ‘em and stack ‘em, and downtime is a killer for a marina. They are right on spot, shipping parts and keeping the truck running, no questions asked and dealing with the details later. I’ve dealt with [a competitor] who needed to know every little detail before any action was taken, if at all, and we can’t have that. We’ve had the Neptune for about a year and I compare it to the Ferrari. It is better than anything on the market and time will tell if it continues to be the best, but I’m very confident that it will.” - Mike Wiatrsky

“We’ll run over 100 boats in and out of the water and racks in a single day and the Neptune meets the demands we require from it. It’s a workhorse and our main forklift in operation.” - Dan Wigon

“Both the visibility is fantastic, especially out the rear. It’s a very comfortable and smooth ride, which is great for us since we move so many boats everyday. The quickness of the hydraulics is nice and the tall overhead guard let’s us stand up and look down when we’re lowering boats in the water.” - Gasparilla Forklift Operators.

Thoughts on the Neptune Series

-Bubba Strickland - Marina Manager

Hogan’s Marine

Savannah, Georgia

M250 Neptune Series Delivered 2007
M250 Neptune Series Delivered 2016

Marina Overview:
Hogan’s Marina is a dry rack, wet storage, and launching facility on Turner’s Creek. We are 1 mile off Col. Savannah, Georgia at 36 Wilmington Island Road right next door to Publix Supermarket. We have undergone two major expansions over the past few years and now have 272 dry rack spaces, over 1,100 linear feet of dock space, and 2 forklift trucks. We have expanded our Marine Store, added a wide variety of merchandise and fishing tackle and have improved other aspects of service such as adding a pump out facility. There are two forklift trucks in operation: a 20,000 pound capacity truck and a 25,000 pound capacity truck. We also have two overhead monorail hoists capable of launching and recovering 16,000 pound boats on to and off of trailers.

Thoughts on the Neptune Series

-Bubba Strickland - Marina Manager

“Thoughts on the Neptune Series

“I purchased my first Neptune in 2007. We are a small family owned marina and for a number of years operated with only one machine. Reliability and keeping my marina operating are my two most important factors when considering a vendor. Hoist has exceeded my expectations in both quality and support. Therefore, as my business grew, I purchased my second Neptune last year.”

Thoughts on the Neptune Series

-Mike Wisatsky - Owner | Dan Wigon - Operation Manager | Gasparilla Forklift Operators

“Thoughts on the Neptune Series

"I purchased my first Neptune in 2007. We are a small family owned marina and for a number of years operated with only one machine. Reliability and keeping my marina operating are my two most important factors when considering a vendor. Hoist has exceeded my expectations in both quality and support. Therefore, as my business grew, I purchased my second Neptune last year.”
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Thoughts on the Neptune Series
Tony Zamota - Marina Manager
Grove Key is currently remodeling their new facility and plans to purchase two more Neptune Marina Series Forklifts in 2017.

"Hoist has been great at rectifying any issues on the truck, assessing our needs and making necessary corrections and repairs. I’ve seen the frequent breakdowns
and poor service support on other trucks, which helped us narrow our options and eventually led to the Neptune."
- Staff at Grove Key Marina

Grove Harbour Marina
Miami, Florida

M250 Neptune Series Delivered June 2006
M400 Neptune Series Delivered June 2014
(2) M300 Neptune Series On Rent from Hoistlift of Florida

Marina Overview:
Grove Key Marina is a full service marina, which includes interior and exterior storage, fuel (gas and diesel), boat haul-out and service/maintenance. Boats can be stored on cradles inside one of the marina’s two hangars or outside on any of its 320 hi and dry rack spaces. Grove Key Marina is one of the busiest marinas in Miami area with a distinguished list of clientele and a one-and-a-half-year waiting list.

Aviation History and a Silent Winch
Though Grove Key Marina took delivery of a Neptune Series marina forklift from Hoist Liftruck in June 2006, the history of the property the marina sits on and Hoist Liftruck go back more than 75 years.

Dinner Key, on Biscayne Bay, in Coconut Grove, Florida
served as a U.S. Naval Air base until the end of World War I. Non-scheduled, commercial airplanes used the facility until it was destroyed by the 1926 Miami Hurricane.

In 1930, Pan American Airways (Pan Am) selected the former naval air base for its inter-American flights after acquiring New York-Rio- Buenos Aires Airline, which flew flying boats between Miami and Buenos Aires. Between 1931 and 1938, four hangars were constructed to house and service Pan Am’s fleet of Clipper seaplanes, as well as its new terminal building.

The terminal building was more than a place for departing and arriving travelers, providing an international postal office, public health services, customs and immigration and ticket counters. The building also attracted thousands of visitors with its three-and-a-half-ton revolving globe that was located in the lobby, as well as its prominent second floor amenities.

“Travelers and guests could view takeoffs and landings from the terminal building’s second floor restaurant and cocktail lounge,” explains Paul Turcotte, General Manager of Grove Key Marina. “Many of the world’s wealthiest people and famous stars sat in that lounge and restroom.”

During World War II, Dinner Key again served as a base for the U.S. Navy, but still continued to serve its international passengers. As some time passed and airfields started to appear in Latin America, the need for seaplanes decreased. Pan Am’s final flight to Dinner Key was on August 9, 1945.

Today, the former terminal building is now Miami City Hall, which was converted in 1954. Grove Key Marina sits on a significant portion of the property and it continues to use two of the original four Pan Am hangars as boat storage and service areas. The basin where tracks used to tow the Clipper seaplanes in and out of the water is now used by Grove Key Marina to launch and retrieve boats with its marina forklifts.

“The tracks are still visible in the water and show no signs of rust after all these years,” states Turcotte. “In fact, the original winch system that operated the tracks and the shed that housed it is still here as well.”

The winch used back in the 1920s was manufactured by Brooklyn, New York based Silent Hoist & Crane, the historic company that is now Hoist Liftruck.

Aquamarina Partners
Hidden Harbor - Pompano Beach, Florida
Hi-Lift - Aventura, Florida

Aquamarina Hidden Harbor
M440 Neptune Series Delivered 2009
M250 Neptune Series Delivered 2011

Marina Overview:
The newest and most prestigious full service dry storage marina in Pompano Beach Florida. Aquamarina Hidden Harbour is Pompano Beach’s newest full service dry storage marina facility… and it is the closest dry storage facility to the Hillsboro Inlet. We are just minutes from the Hillsboro Inlet with no fixed bridges which means fast and easy access to the Atlantic Ocean.

Aquamarina’s 384 dry-stack marina’s landmark is a luxurious facility that can accommodate boats up to 43’ LOA and capable of withstandting hurricane-force winds up to 140 miles per hour (Cat 4). HURRICANE STORAGE PLANS AVAILABLE.

Aquamarina Hidden Harbour’s location is convenient to some of the world’s most breathtaking boating destinations including the Florida Keys, Bahamas, and the Caribbean.

Aquamarina Hi-Lift
M350s Neptune Series Delivered 2012
Custom Neptune with Auxiliary Counterweight

Marina Overview:
Experience the ultimate boating lifestyle at a South Florida legendary marina for over 45 years, Aquamarina Hi-Lift. Located just off the Intracoastal Waterway in prestigious Aventura, Florida, between downtown Fort Lauderdale and Miami, Aquamarina Hi-Lift is the perfect location for the boating enthusiast. Just minutes away from the Bakers Haulover Inlet, the ocean offers great fishing, diving, cruising and relaxing on the warm waters for fun-filled days with friends and family. Our historic landmark marina features a full service dry storage operation with a showroom of gorgeous new boats, a boat club, and yacht brokerage.

Thoughts on the Neptune Series
Steve Kinderman, COO

“Aquamarina Partners and Hoist have been working together for 8 years. Throughout that time, they have purchased three machines from Hoist. Hoist has worked closely to create special specifications on each machine to meet our facility requirements. Hi-Lift specifically, required a 35,000 lb. capacity machine to lift their larger boats and still fit in the same footprint as our old short wheelbase competitor’s machine. At each facility uptime is imperative and Hoist has met the significant demands through exceptional parts support and on-time service support.”
Walker’s Marine
Naples, Florida - M300, M220
Marco Island - M220
Coon Key - M220
M220 Neptune Series Delivered 2013
M300 Neptune Series Delivered 2015

Marina Overview:
Walker’s Hideaway Marina provides more than just great rates on boat rentals, party boat rentals, boat service, and storage. Our facilities strive to be more than that. We offer to our customers a full-service marina, boat tours, yacht and boat storage, repairs, and a ship store that carries, boating apparel, ice, beer, fishing tackle, live and frozen bait for your on-the-water boating adventures.

If you do not own a boat, don’t worry, our affordable boat rentals in Marco Island are just what you need. Be sure to stop in and visit our fully stocked ship’s store and delicious deli serving Board Head meats and more! With boat storage, a ship’s store, a deli and fuel docks, you can stop in and get supplies & accessories, grab some sandwiches, fuel up and go without worrying about forgetting a thing. Conveniently located just south of Naples, we also provide outboard repairs and boat service to all those in the area. We are sure you’ll find everything that you’re looking for to prepare you for your adventures on the water.

Bradenton Boat Club
Bradenton, Florida
M250 Neptune Series Delivered 2016

Marina Overview:
A full-service service resort marina located just off the Intracoastal Waterway on beautiful Anna Maria Island. Centrally located between Tampa Bay and Sarasota Bay, we are just minutes from the Gulf of Mexico via Longboat Pass. We are a family owned and operated business, established in 1982. We are committed to meeting the needs of our resident and visiting boaters.

Bradenton Beach is just one of three quaint beach communities you’ll enjoy during your stay here on picturesque Anna Maria Island. Located strategically between Florida’s Panhandle and Naples, at the southern end of Tampa Bay, you’ll discover a complete vacation destination. Whether your plans bring you here for a year, a month or a night’s stay on your voyage Bradenton Beach Marina is the perfect stop along the way.

Keep the sun, wind, and rain off your boat. Enjoy valet boating with our inside storage program for boats up to 40 feet in overall length. Your vessel will be secured in our fully enclosed and locked building. We have room for short term or annual storage customers and the longer you stay the less you pay.

Rickenbacker Marina
Key Biscayne, Florida
M270 Neptune Series Delivered 2006
M300 Neptune Series Delivered 2009
M300 Neptune Series Delivered 2010
M350 Neptune Series Delivered 2013
M270 Neptune Series Delivered 2017 (3rd Fleet)
M350 Neptune Series Delivered 2017 (3rd Fleet)
M440 Neptune Series Delivered 2016

Marina Overview:
Rickenbacker Marina has been committed to doing business with Hoist Liftruck for over 10 years. Starting back in 2006, Rickenbacker purchased their first Neptune M270. With delivery in 2017 of their third fleet of Neptune Marina Trucks, Hoist is proud to help Rickenbacker grow their business to what is is today. Rickenbacker Marina is one of the busiest marinas in Florida, putting roughly 2,500 hours a year on each Neptune that they own. Rickenbacker just purchased three new Neptune Marina trucks to be delivered in 2017.

“After previous experiences with other marina boat lift companies, we decided to try out a Hoist Liftruck Neptune Series. It’s safe to say we were impressed with its sleek design partnered with Hoist’s bill of material for the construction of the machine matches the truck, as we now own an entire fleet of Neptunes ranging in load capacity from 220 to 440. Why have we continued to grow our Neptune fleet? Simple. Hoist keeps my marina running.”

Thoughts on the Neptune Series - Jeremy Holcombe, Marina Manager
**Salty Sam’s**  
Fort Myers Beach, Florida

**M370 Neptune Series Delivered 2011**  
**M370 Neptune Series Delivered 2014**

**Marina Overview:**  
A water-bound recreation destination for all ages, Salty Sam’s Marina offers everything including power boat and kayak rentals, charter boats for fishing or sightseeing, unique gifts and souvenirs, boat services and repairs, wet slips and dry storage. Waterfront dining is located on site at Parrot Key Caribbean Grill and Booteeggers Waterfront Grill. Voted Best Marina since 2005, Salty Sam’s is truly what boating in Southwest Florida is all about.

Salty Sam’s Marina is located on the intercoastal waterway, tucked safely behind Estero Island (Ft. Myers Beach), just minutes from the Gulf of Mexico and near the Caloosaatchee River. An ideal location with proximity to all that boating in Southwest Florida has to offer. Salty Sam’s features state-of-the-art storage for you boat whether you’re looking to keep it wet or high and dry.

Our dry storage facility will help protect your vessel from the harsh elements of our environment. Offering four levels of storage, we are capable of storing boats up to 45 feet long and weighing up to 27,000 lbs. depending upon configuration. We feature two marine forklifts, self-detail areas, and additional services for you convenience.

Enjoy the convenience of storing your boat dockside at Salty Sam’s. 135 slips and nearly 3,700 linear feet of tensioned concrete floating docks with bumpers, cleats, Ipe hardwood wharves and stainless steel utility pedestals encompass the area’s largest wet slip facility. Slips range in size from 40 to 100 feet.

**Thoughts on the Neptune Series**  
*Matt Hanson - Marina Manager*

“After having owned Marine Travelift forklifts for many years I purchased a Neptune from Hoist in 2011 and another in 2014. I have used Hoist’s service exclusively, and have confidence that if I have a problem, it will be fixed within 24 hrs. No other vendor can offer me that.”

**Open Bay Marina**  
Merrick, New York

**M200 Neptune Series Delivered 2006**

Open Bay Marina was developed from a dilapidated piece of property. The full-service marina now consists of a new yard, gates, high and dry racks, dock, and offices.

**Marina Overview:**  
A family run operation for over a decade, Open Bay Marina offers 50 in-water boat slips for summer dockage, 90 spaces for winter storage, and 25 easy port docks for jet skis. The property features a 24-hour security system, and emergency repairs are offered on 15- to 45-foot vessels. Adjacent to the marina is a year-round bar and restaurant, specializing in surf and turf and offering outdoor dining. Owned and run by Chris Badenhop, who has over thirty years experience in the marine industry, and a staff who have worked side by side since the opening of the marina, Open Bay is the most reliable marina on Long Island, and every customer is treated like family from day one.

**Thoughts on the Neptune Series**  
*Chris Badenhop - Owner*

“The short wheelbase on this Neptune is perfect for my marina. It’s extremely maneuverable and handles all my boats with no problem. It’s a smooth ride and the standard features are outstanding.”

**Calusa Island Yacht Club & Marina Resort**  
Goodland, Florida

**M250 Neptune Series Delivered 2006**  
**M250 Neptune Series Delivered 2009**  
**M350 Neptune Series Delivered 2014**

**Marina Overview:**  
Known as Southwest Florida’s Gateway to the Ten Thousand Islands and Florida Keys, Calusa Island Yacht Club & Marina Resort offers boaters the ultimate vacationing experience. According to Kris Dane, the resort’s managing director, Calusa is a destination for families and avid boaters who are looking for excellent fishing and beautiful sites.

Calusa’s full-service marina offers covered rack storage for boats up to 40 feet and open-yard storage for boats up to 50 tons. The high and dry storage has a capacity of more than 250 boats, with more facilities currently being built that will more than double that capacity. Currently, there are more than 200 boaters on a waiting list for rack space.

Calusa also offers private and commercial wet slips, gas and diesel fuel, boat ramp, live bait, and Ship’s Store where guests can purchase ice, snacks, clothing, maps and more. The wet slips can accommodate boats up to 60 feet and each features concrete floating docks, water, sewer and cable television as well as cable access.

**Thoughts on the Neptune Series**  
*Andrew Spandale - Managing Director*

“Hoist has provided excellent service and has really stepped up to the plate in every way.” - Kris Dane

“The other trucks we have don’t come close to the Neptune and Hoist. The Neptune outfills the other trucks and Hoist has provided far superior service than what we’ve received from the other manufacturer. This truck has become our main truck and has been very reliable.” - Scott Lawrence

“I love the low profile of the truck and the counterweight. Its look is sleek and the paint all-around is solid. The tilt-steering, air-ride seat, electronic controls, and overall ergonomics are outstanding. The Neptune gives our guys a much smoother and quieter ride than our other trucks.” - Scott Lawrence
Sea Center Marina
Big Pine Key, Florida

M220s Neptune Series Delivered 2016

Marina Overview:
Sea Center is a family-owned full-service marina located on Big Pine Key in the Florida Keys. We offer a wide variety of services to meet your boating needs. Our Outboard Technicians for Evinrude, Mercury and Suzuki motors are factory-trained and we pride ourselves on doing the job right the first time.

Sea Center wants to keep you on the water for your boating pleasure. If you need it, we have it. Our Marine Store carries Evinrude, Mercury and Suzuki bulk oils at discounted prices as well as non-ethanol gas. We also offer a large selection of cleaners, hardware, safety equipment, boat trailer parts, water sports and electronics for your boat. Need it in a hurry? We maintain the largest parts department in the Florida Keys, with a large selection of Evinrude, Mercury and Suzuki factory parts. Special items are available through our catalog for next day delivery.

Thoughts on the Neptune Series - Jay Gladwell - Owner
"Our Hoist Neptune M220s marina forklift has met and exceeded all of our expectations. The machine was delivered on time and their technicians had the truck set-up and running in no time. We received detailed operator training and have found this forklift is so much easier to operate than the competition. We look forward to building our relationship with Hoistlift of Florida."

Julington Creek Marina
Jacksonville, Florida

M250 Neptune Series Delivered 2013

Marina Overview:
Julington Creek Pier 3 Marina and Dry Storage is located in Julington Creek, in Jacksonville, Florida. There are over 70 slips on Pier 3 and availability is on a first come basis. We provide boat storage services for boaters and sailors. You can either rent a wet slip in our marina or request dry storage on a first-come, first-serve basis. Our inlet facility protects your vessels from storm damage, turbulence, and rough waters. Water and electrical hook-ups are also available for each slip. We have replaced all boards throughout the pier with better and more durable materials. We also have a clean restroom available for customers. The staff at Julington Creek Pier 3 Marina And Dry Storage has more than 40 years of combined experience in the boating industry. We are knowledgeable in proper boat storage methods. Our previous clients can attest to the quality of service we provide.

The M250 purchased for Julington Creek Marina, was featured at the 2014 Miami International Boat Show. Located in the Hoist Liftruck booth, hundreds of thousands of people attending the show were able to see the Neptune Marina Series Forklift up close.

Thoughts on the Neptune Series - Keith Davidson - Owner
"I replaced my 2005 Wiggins with a new 2013 Hoist M250. It was very simple. I used to cringe when my Wiggins went down because I had no idea how long it would take to get parts to get the machine back up and running. If I have an issue with Hoist, I know I have 24 hour service support to keep me up and running."

Skipper Bud’s Marina
Milwaukee, Wisconsin | Madison, Wisconsin | North Point, Illinois

M250 Neptune Series Delivered 2015 (Milwaukee, WI)
M250 Neptune Series Delivered 2015 (Madison, WI)
M250 Neptune Series Delivered 2015 (North Point, WI)

Marina Overview:
The Skipper Bud’s emblem on your transom means that you are a valued customer! If you’re a boater and you haven’t been into a Skipper Bud’s dealership yet, stop in anytime. Talk to our knowledgeable sales and service staff, we are excited to show you what we have to offer. Looking for a new boat? Need service? Looking for a new place to keep your watercraft in the winter or the summer? We are truly your one-stop shop for all boating needs.

Using a large marina forklift, we store your boat inside and away from the elements, no matter what season. Whether it’s winter storage, wet slips, or drystack options, Skipper Bud’s has it all!

Skipper Bud’s Marina
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
M250 Neptune Series Delivered 2015

Thoughts on the Neptune Series - Bill Wood - Owner
"Skipper Buds is largest freshwater marina in the United States. We keep our Hoist Neptunes very busy and they have proven to be quality marina trucks backed up with excellent service from SLS."

Skipper Bud’s Marina
Madison, Wisconsin
M250 Neptune Series Delivered 2015

Skipper Bud’s Marina
North Point, Illinois
M250 Neptune Series Delivered 2015

Thoughts on the Neptune Series - Bill Wood - Owner
"Skipper Buds is largest freshwater marina in the United States. We keep our Hoist Neptunes very busy and they have proven to be quality marina trucks backed up with excellent service from SLS."

Skipper Bud’s Marina
North Point, Illinois
M250 Neptune Series Delivered 2015
**Florida Marina Clubs**

**Key West Harbour Marina**
Key West, Florida

- **M520 Neptune Series Delivered 2007**
- **M250 Neptune Series Delivered 2008**

**Marina Overview:**
Like a treasure in paradise, Key West Harbour is perfectly situated off the pristine shoreline of the Atlantic Ocean and the crystal clear waters of Boca Chica Inlet. Key West Harbour’s location also makes it the “Gateway to Cuba” as well as “America’s Southernmost Marina”. For boaters we’re an easy in and out, right off Hawks Channel. By land we’re only four miles from the Key West International Airport and 10 minutes away from the historic district and Duval Street. Our Key West location is a perfect setting for wedding & special events.

Our unmatched location is the perfect haven for boating, scuba diving, ecotours and some of the best sport fishing in the Florida Keys. You won’t find a more state-of-the-art marina facility.

**Tampa Harbour Marina**
Tampa, Florida

- **M250 Neptune Series Delivered 2007**
- **M520 Neptune Series Delivered 2007**
- **M270 Neptune Series Delivered 2008**

**Marina Overview:**
Tampa Harbour is the answer to all your boating needs. Our convenient South Tampa location is just seconds to the open waters of Old Tampa Bay. For landlubbers we are the home of the world famous “Hula Bay Club” and “Duke’s Retired Surfers Bar”. Just 15 minutes from downtown Tampa, Davis Islands, Hyde Park and historic St. Petersburg, there are no slow zones between the Gulf of Mexico’s shimmering waters and us.

Tampa Harbour specializes in leasing wet and dry slips for boats up to 80’ in length. Our storage barns are wind rated to 150 MPH. Both non-ethanol gasoline and diesel fuels are available from two convenient fueling stations. Our ship’s store is fully stocked with your favorite beverages, snacks, apparel, and boating items.

**Thoughts on the Neptune Series**
- **John Friedmann - Owner of Management Company**
  “Our facilities handle a high volume of boats and our Neptunes have always met our demands. We’ve been in a number of situations where Hoist/HLFL have gone above and beyond to make sure our machines are operational during our peak times. This has involved hot-shotting cylinders from the factory and flying technicians in to make a one week job a one-and-a-half day job. Hoist has always made us feel as if we are a priority. They understand our business and what customer service is!”

**Sanibel Harbour Yacht Club**
Fort Myers, Florida

- **M400 Neptune Series Delivered 2016**

**Marina Overview:**
Three minutes from the Gulf of Mexico, Sanibel Harbour is a doorstep to San Carlos Bay, Pine Island Sound and the Gulf of Mexico. Across the bay is Sanibel Island. This small barrier island is extraordinarily beautiful without the glitzy trappings you’d expect to find in a locale such as this. Whether you’re headed down the bay to Naples, Marco Island or Key West you will cross some of the most enticing fishing grounds Florida has to offer – teaming with tarpon, snook, redfish, sea trout and a myriad of other fish including pompano, tripletail, sheepshead and grouper.

Set your course to Sanibel Harbour - and enjoy the five-star luxury boating lifestyle.

**Riverwatch Marina**
Stuart, Florida

- **M250 Neptune Series Delivered 2014**

**Marina Overview:**
Riverwatch is a full service marina that offers to its clients boat storage, boat wet slips, boat service and outboard engine service. Located in Stuart, Fl, Riverwatch offers indoor storage for boats up to 40 feet and boat wet slips for larger boats.

The marina will store your boat indoors and launch it on request. Among other services, the marina has a fuel dock that sells 90 Octane Valvtect Unleaded Fuel & Ultra Low Sulfur Valvtect Diesel.

On site mechanics for boat service, and outboard motor repairs. Riverwatch Marina is equipped with a 22,000 pounds forklift and a 60 ton travelift, that makes the boat storage process a safe and easy one.

Riverwatch Marina provides boat storage services to the cities of Stuart, Jensen Beach, Hobe Sound and Palm City, Florida.

**Thoughts on the Neptune Series**
- **William Briggs - Owner**
  “Hoist’s shortwheel base M350 is the only option on the market to fit in our narrow aisles and still handle our large boats. We are thrilled with the machine and the support that Hoist/HLFL has provided us. The quality/fit and finish is like no other machine we’ve ever seen.”
Thoughts on the Neptune Series - Jeremy Heckler - Marina Manager

“Our first Neptune arrived in 2006 and we purchased our second Neptune in 2012. Prior to Hoist we owned the competitor’s machine and it only made sense to own Hoist. Hoist has always supported us and we are confident we can rely on them.”

Thoughts on the Neptune Series - Mike Wisatsky - Owner

“Marty [Flaska] and Hoist have gone above and beyond with their service. They understand that the name of the game is rack ‘em and stack ‘em, and downtime is a killer for a marina. They are right on spot, shipping parts and keeping the truck running, no questions asked and dealing with the details later. I’ve dealt with [a competitor] who needed to know every little detail before any action was taken, if at all, and we can’t have that. We’ve had the Neptune for about a year and I compare it to the Ferrari. It is better than anything on the market and time will tell if it continues to be the best, but I’m very confident that it will.”

Thoughts on the Neptune Series - Richard Shoup - Marina Manager

“Upon delivery of our new M350 Neptune by Hoist, factory personal (Jim and Steven) were promptly on site for set up and full orientation. We are a family owned operation and greatly appreciate the knowledge, care, and speed in which Hoist was able to get us operating for a major holiday weekend. We have owned all the major players in the marine truck market and by far, Hoist is the simplest and ergonomically functioning machine on the market. So simple, my 16 and 14-year-old daughters can safely run it. We have over 350 carefree hours now. For what small items that needed to be addressed, service has been outstanding. Again, a thank you goes out to all the guys at Hoist of Florida... well done Hoist Liftruck!”

Boating on Sydney Harbour has never been easier. All your boating needs are now in one convenient location at Rozelle Bay just past Anzac Bridge and minutes from CBD. Whether you need to store your boat (wet and dry berths), buy a boat, need it serviced or want it refuelled and ready for a perfect day out on the water, then Sydney Boathouse has it covered. This is what boating should be about - more boating, less hassle.

Boating on Sydney Harbour

“...and a staff compiled of experienced fishermen and boaters with a wealth of knowledge of our local waterways offering the best customer service on the water. The Tierra Verde Marina has become one of the largest and most convenient, location wise, marina on the West Coast of Florida. Fort De Soto, Shell Island and Egmont Key are just down the street with no bridges to hinder your travels.”

Thoughts on the Neptune Series - Mike Wisatsky - Owner

“Marty [Flaska] and Hoist have gone above and beyond with their service. They understand that the name of the game is rack ‘em and stack ‘em, and downtime is a killer for a marina. They are right on spot, shipping parts and keeping the truck running, no questions asked and dealing with the details later. I’ve dealt with [a competitor] who needed to know every little detail before any action was taken, if at all, and we can’t have that. We’ve had the Neptune for about a year and I compare it to the Ferrari. It is better than anything on the market and time will tell if it continues to be the best, but I’m very confident that it will.”

Thoughts on the Neptune Series - Jeremy Heckler - Marina Manager

“Our first Neptune arrived in 2006 and we purchased our second Neptune in 2012. Prior to Hoist we owned the competitor’s machine and it only made sense to own Hoist. Hoist has always supported us and we are confident we can rely on them.”

Thoughts on the Neptune Series - M250 Neptune Series

“Upon delivery of our new M350 Neptune by Hoist, factory personal (Jim and Steven) were promptly on site for set up and full orientation. We are a family owned operation and greatly appreciate the knowledge, care, and speed in which Hoist was able to get us operating for a major holiday weekend. We have owned all the major players in the marine truck market and by far, Hoist is the simplest and ergonomically functioning machine on the market. So simple, my 16 and 14-year-old daughters can safely run it. We have over 350 carefree hours now. For what small items that needed to be addressed, service has been outstanding. Again, a thank you goes out to all the guys at Hoist of Florida... well done Hoist Liftruck!”

Boating on Sydney Harbour has never been easier. All your boating needs are now in one convenient location at Rozelle Bay just past Anzac Bridge and minutes from CBD. Whether you need to store your boat (wet and dry berths), buy a boat, need it serviced or want it refuelled and ready for a perfect day out on the water, then Sydney Boathouse has it covered. This is what boating should be about - more boating, less hassle.

Boating on Sydney Harbour

“...and a staff compiled of experienced fishermen and boaters with a wealth of knowledge of our local waterways offering the best customer service on the water. The Tierra Verde Marina has become one of the largest and most convenient, location wise, marina on the West Coast of Florida. Fort De Soto, Shell Island and Egmont Key are just down the street with no bridges to hinder your travels.”

Thoughts on the Neptune Series - Jeremy Heckler - Marina Manager

“Our first Neptune arrived in 2006 and we purchased our second Neptune in 2012. Prior to Hoist we owned the competitor’s machine and it only made sense to own Hoist. Hoist has always supported us and we are confident we can rely on them.”

Thoughts on the Neptune Series - Mike Wisatsky - Owner

“Marty [Flaska] and Hoist have gone above and beyond with their service. They understand that the name of the game is rack ‘em and stack ‘em, and downtime is a killer for a marina. They are right on spot, shipping parts and keeping the truck running, no questions asked and dealing with the details later. I’ve dealt with [a competitor] who needed to know every little detail before any action was taken, if at all, and we can’t have that. We’ve had the Neptune for about a year and I compare it to the Ferrari. It is better than anything on the market and time will tell if it continues to be the best, but I’m very confident that it will.”

Thoughts on the Neptune Series - Jeremy Heckler - Marina Manager

“Our first Neptune arrived in 2006 and we purchased our second Neptune in 2012. Prior to Hoist we owned the competitor’s machine and it only made sense to own Hoist. Hoist has always supported us and we are confident we can rely on them.”

Thoughts on the Neptune Series - Mike Wisatsky - Owner

“Marty [Flaska] and Hoist have gone above and beyond with their service. They understand that the name of the game is rack ‘em and stack ‘em, and downtime is a killer for a marina. They are right on spot, shipping parts and keeping the truck running, no questions asked and dealing with the details later. I’ve dealt with [a competitor] who needed to know every little detail before any action was taken, if at all, and we can’t have that. We’ve had the Neptune for about a year and I compare it to the Ferrari. It is better than anything on the market and time will tell if it continues to be the best, but I’m very confident that it will.”

Thoughts on the Neptune Series - Jeremy Heckler - Marina Manager

“Our first Neptune arrived in 2006 and we purchased our second Neptune in 2012. Prior to Hoist we owned the competitor’s machine and it only made sense to own Hoist. Hoist has always supported us and we are confident we can rely on them.”
Hoistlift of Florida
Fort Myers, Florida
Orlando, Florida

New Neptune Series in stock
Used Neptune Series available to buy or rent
Marina Forklift Parts & Service all brands

At Hoistlift of Florida we have 10 field and shop based technicians armed with the latest tools and technology to get you up and running in an efficient, cost effective, and courteous manner.

Hoistlift of Florida is housed in a 20,000 sq. ft. building located on five acres at 6901 Alico Rd. The building was newly renovated in 2015 and contains a 10-ton overhead crane, indoor paint booth, and full wash pit capabilities. We invite you to come by and visit our facilities.

SALES
Our dedicated team of sales professionals has the experience to market construction and industrial equipment from a wide array of brands, including those listed below. Our lot is stocked full with a strong inventory of both new and used equipment at all times. Trade-ins are welcome, as we have means to restore and resell equipment.

RENTALS
Hoistlift of Florida now offers a full service rental department ranging from small tools, compact equipment, full size construction equipment, industrial and marina forklifts. All of our rental equipment are from top line manufacturers such as Husqvarna, Bosch, Genie, MQ, Terex & Hoist. We also offer prompt and reliable delivery to your job site. Stop in and meet our team of highly experienced rental professionals today!

SERVICE & REPAIR
At Hoistlift of Florida our service department is staffed with highly trained technicians capable of handling all of your equipment service needs. HLFL is the leader in Florida for parts & service support, parts inventories, and emergency services. We also offer comprehensive Preventative Maintenance plans. Our technicians are experts in the marina forklift industry and available all over the entire state of Florida.

Hoistlift of Florida
- 10 Field & Service Technicians
- 24/7 Emergency Availability
- 4 Hour Turnaround
- Experienced with ALL Marina Moving Equipment
- New Fleet of Service Vehicles with Latest Technology

Competitor
- Uses third party technicians for all repairs